
Web Quote Number #: 2087095 Created: Feb 18, 2021 2:05:36 PM

Customer Information Shipping Information

Leah Maher
2795 32nd Street 
Boulder, CO 80301
leahsan@yahoo.com

Donna Wells
629 Pine Street 
Santa Rosa, CA 95404

Description Qty List Price Discount Ext Net Price

KR-600 8 x 8 1/Ea $1646.00 $0.00 $1646.00

4' x 6'2" Single Shed Door 1/Ea $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Customer Supplied Paint:  , $-15, Customer Supplied
Paint:  , $-15

3/Ea $-15.00 $0.00 $-45.00

PAINT SR-600 MR-450 KR-600 8' WIDE 1/Ea $200.00 $0.00 $200.00

Nickel Gray 3 Tab 71/Sq
Ft

$0.00 $0.00 $0.00

16"x8" Wall Vent - Brown 1/Ea $21.00 $0.00 $21.00

Leveling 0"-4" 1/Ea $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Delivery Fee 1/Ea $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

List Price $1822.00 USD

Discount $0.00 USD

Subtotal $1822.00 USD
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Pricing for this quote is based on the delivery zip: 95404

Prices shown in the online Design and Price process are subject to change without notice, do not reflect custom quote selections or any local taxes,
and will be verified at time of order. Online customers selecting the Buy Now option will have appropriate local taxes added to their order. In the case
of a pricing discrepancy, the market-specific prices shown in the Home Depot point-of-sale system take precedent. While Tuff Shed makes every effort
to ensure correct information is included in the online Design and Price process, Tuff Shed is not responsible for technical malfunction of any
telephone network, telephone or data lines, computer online systems, servers, internet providers, computer equipment, or software that may result in a
pricing error or other discrepancy with the online Design and Price process.
  
Delivery of Tuff Shed buildings purchased at The Home Depot is free within 30 miles of A) the Home Depot store where product is purchased or B the
nearest Home Depot store that offers Tuff Shed buildings in the case of an online purchase.  For installation sites beyond the 30 mile radius a delivery
charge of $2 per mile for any one - way miles will apply.  Additional delivery charges and / or sales taxes may apply for out of state customers.

Building price is based on level lot and does not include any engineering fees or building permits unless otherwise indicated on order. Customer is
responsible for site preparation.Engineered plans may be required for permit application, and are not included in above prices. Engineering charges
are relative to style and size of building.Cancelled orders are subject to a restocking fee.
  
This saved quote includes any applicable promotional discounts, which have limitations and expiration dates.
  
The price quoted is valid through the expiration date of the promotion. Once an order has been placed, pricing is guaranteed for up to 12 months. If the
installation is not completed within 12 months for any reason, Tuff Shed has the right to modify the order pricing. You will be notified regarding any
price adjustment prior to installation or incurring any additional charges.
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